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Let ai<a2< - - - be any sequence of integers such that no one 
divides any other, and let bi<b%< • • • be the sequence composed of 
those integers which are divisible by at least one a. It was once con
jectured that the sequence of b's necessarily possesses a density. 
Besicovitch1 showed that this is not the case. Later Davenport and 
I2 showed that the sequence of b's always has a logarithmic density, 
in other words that lim^oo (1/log n) ^i^n 1/&* exists, and that this 
logarithmic density is also the lower density of the b's. 

It is very easy to see that if X)V a * converges, then the sequence 
of b's possesses a density. Also it is easy to see that if every pair of 
a's is relatively prime, the density of the b's equals U ( l —1/a»), 
that is, is 0 if and only if ^\/a,i diverges. In the present paper I 
investigate what weaker conditions will insure that the b's have a 
density. Let f(n) denote the number of a's not exceeding n. I prove 
that if f (n) < en/log n, where c is a constant, then the b's have a 
density. This result is best possible, since we show that if \p{n) is any 
function which tends to infinity with n, then there exists a sequence 
an with f(n) <n-\f/(n)/log n, for which the density of the b's does not 
exist. The former result will be obtained as a consequence of a 
slightly more precise theorem. Let 4>{n\ x\ yh 3>2, • • • , yn) denote 
generally the number of integers not exceeding n which are divisible 
by x but not divisible by j i , • • • , yn. Then a necessary and sufficient 
condition for the b's to have a density is that 

(1) lim lim sup— ]T) 4>(n; ai] ah a2, • • • , #i-i) = 0. 

The condition (1) is certainly satisfied if f(n) <cn/log n, since 
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